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Overview
 Four ways of specifying cultural contexts
and their links to developmental questions.
 Sources of interest in specifying cultural
contexts:
 Interest in the “other”
 Immigration and its consequences to
health, education
 legal and political concerns : From
developmental
psychology → developmental sciences.
 Move from identifying similarities and
differences to understanding the links

Ways of specifying cultural
contexts.
Goodnow (2010) presents four ways:
 Emphasizes the nature of ideologies,
values, and norms—”cultural models”
 Emphasizes what people do– practices,
activities, or routines that mark a social
group.
 Emphasizes what is available to people in
the form of paths, routes, or opportunities.
 The fourth cuts across above descriptions.
Emphasis is on the extent to which context
is marked by homogeneity or
heterogeneity– multiplicity or “contest”.

Overlap - Emphasis on link between
context and development

Specification 1 - Multiplicity and
contest
 Are societies “monolithic”?—modern,
traditional, Islamic..
 Reality less one eyed– more than one form of
medicine, political position, school, news,
entertainment, rearing…

 What is significant is the balance among
positions—”hegemonic”, “counterhegemonic”, dominant..

Specification 1 - Multiplicity and
contest
 The emphasis is on Contest. Shift from
regarding cultures as integrated and stable
set of meanings to recognizing the presence
of conflict, ambiguity, and change
(Examples of alternate movements in
films…)

 To add another part to the contest
argument, social groups seen as drawing
boundary lines. Evaluative stance. Dynamic
interplay a neglected area.

Multiplicity and Contest:
Developmental analyses
 Proposals of homogeneity… lead one to ask
about the effects of children receiving the
same message from several sources. What
when a competing message tempts one “off
track” ?
 Proposals about contest... How do parents
prepare their children from competing
messages? “ Cocooning” and “pre-arming”
(pride in ones group, autobiographical
accounts/minority community, effects of
contextual shift).

Multiplicity and Contest:
Developmental analyses

 Proposals about social identity and
group membership. Boundary linestransgressions (e.g. lumping “Asian”
children as one group, Fudging self
descriptions) .
 Exploring links with well-being--LTTE,
Dalit identities.

Specification 2. Ideologies, Values,&
Norms
 Focus on “cultural models”. The extent
of “significant error”, “deviance”,
”developmental error” that is tolerated.

 Are all skills equally important?
”Essential skills”, “options”, “trivial
pursuits”(D`Andrade). For example,
identifying raagas in Carnatic music,
Tambrahm culture.

Specification 2.Ideologies, Values,&
Norms
 Bourdieu adds a close analyses of
what is regarded as displaying
“distinction” or “in good taste” in
contrast with “pedestrian”, “lacking
in style”, ”prosaic". (father`s moths)
 Fiske deals with the issue of
understanding relationships–
communal, hierarchical, exchange,
market pricing. Some social
categories are more significant and
transgressions not tolerated.

Cultural models. Developmental
analyses
 A heightened awareness of gaps in the
ideologies or values. For e.g., in a society that
claims to be increasingly secular, we are often
slow to recognize the developmental
significance of religion and spirituality (The
Turkish experience - A question of identity;
Kapur’s work)
 Role of schools in “ devaluing” “dismantling”
(e.g. Heath), “promoting” the “voice of
authority” and “science” devaluing personal
accounts (Sarangapani)
 A third set of questions relate to what is “ not
an option” in law, in house-hold tasks, … How

Specification 3.Practices,Activities &
Routines
 Analyses of actions often appear under the
label" cultural practices”(anthropology,
sociology) and refers to actions being
followed by most members of the group.

 The term “practices” refers to the repeated,
everyday, quality of these actions, and to the
accompanying expectation that this is how
people should act (e.g. story telling,
organizing classrooms, sleeping
arrangements…)

Specification 3.Practices, Activities &
Routines
 In each case, several qualities apply:
ways of acting seldom reflected or
questioned, learn values along side,
undoing of actions precede undoing
of ideas (gender..)
 Analyses of activities: significance of
others in joint activities.

Developmental Questions
 How does innovation come about? Accounting
for ”re-production” and “production”.
“Acceptable ignorance” and “negotiable
disagreements”; participation and
collaboration moving to new ways; continuity
and innovation. Acquisition of competence.
 Is an understanding of non-participation also
needed? For example reasons why children do
not participate in school activities. Rogoff`s
(2003) observation regarding “mental
rehearsal for later participation”.
 Consideration of negative aspects of
contributions from others? Refused help or
help considered intrusive and interfering.

Specification 4. Paths, Routes,
Opportunities.
Three ways of referring to paths each
highlighting different developmental
questions.
 Paths of interest may be physical – walking
through neighborhoods with unavoidable
exposure to activities…
 Paths may refer to stages or steps individuals
are expected to follow as they move through
life events, school, employment, marriage..
Expected time table and acceptable excuses
for being “off time”.
 Paths as opportunity structures, with focus

Developmental Analyses
 Analyses of how each step is related to the
next. Life is not “rocket launch” Straight and
devious paths to adulthood. Persistence and
decline.
 Questions about sudden accelerations.
Changes prompted by changes in context not
necessarily within the individual.
 Ways of introducing change. For example
what can counter school drop out. Out of
school programs, parental knowledge
regarding access to available alternatives…
The five country study of Turkish migrants

Concluding Comments.
 Contexts are often set apart with distinctions
drawn between micro, macro , proximal, (a la
Bronfenbrenner). Looking beyond the family.
 Are effects of contexts outside family always
funneled through?
 Parallel between dynamics of neighborhoods
and physical ecology or even those proposed
for culture and society. Multiplicity or contest.
 In sum, analyses of contexts offer several
benefits: help guide our sense of how to bring
about change; in research select contexts that
will be alike or unlike in their developmental
effects; diminish the sense that cultural
contexts are remote from developmental
concerns.

